
Captain Jack Crawford:
A Western Military Scout

on the Chautauqua Circuit

DARLIS A. MILLER

Eighteen ninety three was a year not soon forgotten by the Amer-
ican people. Ushered in with a smug optimism reflected in the Chi-
cago World's Columbian Exposition, it expired twelve months later
with the nation reeling from a full-scale depression. The winter of
1893-1894 saw twenty percent of the work force unemployed and
ill-clad men wandering the countryside looking for work. It was an
inauspicious time for forty-six-year-old John W. {"Captain Jack")
Crawford to embark on a career as a public lecturer. Indeed, while
the nation struggled to overcome its economic affliction, Crawford
labored relentlessly to propel himself into the front ranks of public
speakers. His goal, he said, was to depict for audiences the authen-
tic West, the West as he had actually experienced it. But the nature
of his performance, the topics introduced, emotions displayed, and
gunplay involved, helped to promote a mythic West. By 1898, about
the time the economy regained stability. Captain Jack would be rec-
ognized as among the country's most popular platform entertainers.
More significantly, he had also become an important molder of pub-
lic opinion; through his poetry and stories, he taught Americans
what they knew about the Western experience.

Known throughout the West as "the Poet Scout," Crawford was
uniquely fitted for the role he would play He had gained national
recognition as a government scout during the Sioux Campaign of
1876, and a brief look at his history helps modern readers under-
stand how he came both to speak for the real West and to perpetu-
ate the romantic West. At age fourteen, Crawford emigrated to the
United States from Northern Ireland, joining other members of his
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SOLDIER. SCOUT.

POET. ^ ORATOR.
A publicity sheet for ¡ahn W. ("Captain Jack") Crawford
proclaimed his credentials as spokesman for the West.

family who had preceded him to Minersville, Pennsylvania, the heart
of the nation's anthracite coal region. In 1861, while his father
marched away to war, young Crawford went to work in the mines
to help support the family At age seventeen, he enlisted in the Penn-
sylvania volunteers and saw heavy fighting during the last stages
of the Civil War. He was wounded twice, once at Spotsylvania and
again at Petersburg, just days before Lee's surrender at Appomattox
Courthouse. While convalescing from the first wound in a Phila-
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delphia hospital, young Crawford learned to read and write under
the tutelage of a Sister of Charity.* He would later incorporate his
wartime experiences into his stage presentations.

At war's end, Crawford returned home and found a job in the coal
mines. The death of his mother two years later permanently influ-
enced his life. On her deathbed, Susie Wallace Crawford exacted
a promise from her son that as long as he lived he would never drink
liquor. The senior Crawford's addiction to strong drink had caused
the family to suffer. In fact, one of Jack Crawford's earliest recollec-
tions was kneeling by his mother's side "praying God to save a way-
ward father and husband."'^ Crawford kept this promise for the rest
of his life, becoming one of the few teetotal scouts that ever worked
for the army. This deathbed scene likewise found its way into Cap-
tain jack's lectures and essays, contributing to Crawford's reputa-
tion as a strong temperance advocate.

Before heading west in 1875, Crawford married, fathered two chil-
dren, and served as postmaster of his local community. He would
later claim that dime novels were among the influences that pro-
pelled him west. He entered the Dakota Black Hills to hunt for gold
and then spent the first six months of the nation's centennial year
canvassing the gold camps as a correspondent for the Omaha Daily
Bee. During these months, the residents of Custer elected him to
the town's first city council, and he became chief of scouts for the
Black Hills rangers, a company organized locally to protect miners
from angry Sioux tribesmen. After George Armstrong Custer's death
on the Little Bighorn, Crawford joined Brig. Gen. George Crook's
command as a military scout. Crawford would again serve as an army
scout in New Mexico during Victorio's War of 1880, when he and
two companions rode deep into Mexico to locate the camp of the
dynamic Warm Springs Apache leader Victorio, then waging war
against inhabitants of Texas, New Mexico, and Chihuahua, Mexico.^

1. This essay is based, in part, on the author's biography in progress of Captain
Jack Crawford. Primary documents for this study are found in the John W. Crawford
Papers, Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces,
N.Mex., and the private collection of Harriett Richardson, Socorro, N.Mex. Biograph-
ical sketches of Crawford can be found in Captain Jack [John W.] Crawford, The Poet
Scout: A Book of Song and Story (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1886), pp. x-xi; Dic-
tionary of American Biography, s.v. "Crawford, John Wallace"; and The National
Cyclopaedia of American Biography, s.v. "Crawford, John Wallace."

2. Captain Jack [John W.J Crawford, The Poet Scout: Verses and Songs (San Fran-
cisco: H. Keller & Co., 1879), p. xi.

3. For more information on his 1880 exploits, see jack Crawford, "Pursuit of Vic-
torio," Socorro County Historical Society Publications in History 1 (Feb. 1965): 1-8.
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Between the Sioux and Victorio campaigns, Crawford appeared
in western melodramas with William E. ("Buffalo Bill") Cody, pub-
lished a book of poetry, and spent about a year in the Cariboo gold
fields of British Columbia. Eollowing Victorio's War, Crawford
became post trader at Eort Craig, New Mexico, where he established
a home for his family and engaged in ranching and mining in nearby
hills. Even after the post closed in 1885, the Crawfords remained on
the abandoned military reservation, serving as custodians.

Crawford's first attempt as a public lecturer came in 1886 when
he gave a two-hour entertainment as a benefit for a friend's church
in Brooklyn. Crawford had written a lecture for the occasion, but
once in front of the audience and struggling with the text, he set
aside his prepared remarks. He then spoke directly to the audience,
telling them stories of his western adventures and reciting his poetry.
A born storyteller, Crawford so delighted the congregation that he

In 1882,
when he was
post trader at

Fort Craig, New
Mexico, Crawford

posed with his
wife Maria and

their three
children, Harry,

Eva, and baby
May Cody.
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was invited to repeat the performance. In the next six months, Craw-
ford spoke to twenty-nine different audiences."* He entitled his enter-
tainment "The Camp Eire and the Trail," insisting that it was not
alecturebut "a frontier monologue and medley.""̂  Eor the next three
years, Crawford alternated appearances on the stage with develop-
ment of his mining and ranching interests in New Mexico. At this
time, the stage failed to provide sufficient funds to support his family
and to work his mines and ranches. Consequently, after campaign-
ing in New York City on behalf of the Republican party and in sup-
port of Benjamin Harrison's bid for the presidency, Crawford
accepted appointment in 1889 as special agent in the Justice De-
partment, spending the next four years investigating illegal liquor
traffic on Indian reservations in the western states and territories.**

This general outline, then, sketches the background that Crawford
brought to the platform in 1893. Beyond such brief summaries, how-
ever, the story of John W. Crawford has never been fully told. His
exploits gained recognition in some of the earliest publications
about the opening of the West, but unlike William E. Cody, Wild
Bill Hickok, and other western heroes, Crawford failed to find a bi-
ographer.^ Until recently, primary sources for a biography have been
scattered, but thanks to the generosity of Crawford's great-grand-
daughter, Harriett Richardson of Socorro, New Mexico, the bulk of
extant Crawford material has been deposited in the Rio Grande
Historical Collections at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces.
From this material, in addition to government documents, corre-
spondence, and newspapers located in other repositories, it is possi-
ble to fill in the outline of Captain Jack's life and, in the process,

4. Marie Madison, "A True American, Capt. jack Cravv^ord, the Poet Scout," V^stern
Veteran (n.d.): 21-23, copy in Richardson collection; Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, 21
June 1886.

5. Program for "The Camp Fire and the Trail," 15 Apr. 1886, Programs Collection,
Box 1, Arizona Historical Society, Tuscon, Ariz, (copy furnished by Lewis O. Saum).

6. For Crawford's work in the 1888 presidential campaign, see Jack to Maria
Crawford, 6 Oct. 1888, Richardson collection; Las Vegas Daily Optic (N.Mex.), 24 Sept.
1888; San Marcial Reporter (N.Mex.), 3 Nov. 1888; and Crawford to Governor Prince,
21 May 1889, Territorial Archives of New Mexico, Microfilm ed., roll 103. The reports
Crawford submitted to the Justice Department describing his many investigations
are located in the National Archives, Washington, D.C.

7. Crawford's exploits in the Black Hills, for example, are described in the follow-
ing: J. W. Buel, Heroes of the Plains; or, Livesand Wonderful Adventures of Wild Bill,
Buffalo Bill, Kit Carson, Capt. Payne, Captjack,... w/ih S/ttJng ßu//(St. Louis: Historical
Publishing Co., 1881), pp. 534-41; James E. Smith, A Famous Battery and Its Campaigns,
1861''64 (Washington, D.C: W. H. Lowdermilk & Co., 1892), pp. 217-34; Annie D. Tallent,
The Black Hills; or. The Last Hunting Cround of the Dakotahs (St. Louis: Nixon-Jones
Printing Co., 1899), pp. 224-27, 265-68, 28a-91, 326-27, 542.
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correct some of the distorted views of the Poet Scout that have ap-
peared in print.

The most extensive work pertaining to Crawford was written a
decade ago by an English professor for Twayne Publishers. This
author focused upon Crawford's writing and found the captain sadly
lacking in literary talent.« A prolific writer, Crawford in his lifetime
published seven books of poetry, wrote more than one hundred
short stories, and copyrighted four plays. Although another critic
avows that Crawford's verses "can by no stretch of courtesy be called
poetry," his poems were popular in his day, causing one Boston re-
viewer in 1893 to bestow upon Crawford the title of "The People's
Poet."'' Modern critics miss the point. Crawford's literary accom-
plishments should be examined in relation to his platform appear-
ances. If researchers look at both facets of the author's career, the
Poet Scout emerges as one of the nation's most important educators
about the frontier experience. His performances, especially, helped
focus middle-class attention on the vanishing frontier. Despite his
avowed devotion to realism, however, Crawford helped perpetuate
a mythic West—a West peopled by heroic characters, a land of dan-
ger, freedom, opportunity, and success.

Without doubt, Crawford's own exciting and adventuresome life
as military scout, Indian fighter, special agent, miner, and rancher
legitimized his credentials as western spokesman. Two other impor-
tant factors in his life also shaped his performances after 1893, giv-
ing rise to his insistence upon authenticity: his dislike of dime novels
and his troubled friendship with the great showman Buffalo Bill
Cody

Crawford's long-standing bias against dime novels came directly
from his own experiences. During his youth, he had become an avid
reader of these western adventure stories. Even before he learned
to read himself, he listened to the stories as others read them aloud.
He later told one audience: "As I sat listening, spellbound, with every
nerve tuned up to the highest pitch, I wanted to go out into the
world and become a hero as much as any boy."'" On the platform
and in his writing, Crawford blamed dime novels for leading many
young men into a life of crime, poverty, and dissipation. He blamed

8. Paul T Nolan, John Wallace Crawford, Twayne's United States Authors Series,
no. 378 (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1981). See also Paul T. Nolan, ed.. Three Plays
by]. W. (Capt. lack) Crawford: An Experiment in Myth-Making (The Hague: Mouton
& Co., 1966).

9. Dictionary of American Biography, s.v. "Crawford, John Wallace"; Boston Herald,
19 Oct. 1893, clipping, Richardson collection.

10. Scranton Truth (Pa.), 18 Dec. 1895, copy, Richardson collection.
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their influence for some of the tragedies he had witnessed during
the Black Hills gold rush—youngsters lured west by adventure
stories only to die from exposure or in brushes with the Sioux.
Crawford opened a short essay entitled "A Chapter for Boys," which
appeared in an 1886 edition of his poetry, with these words: "I wish
I could sit down and take every dime-novel-reading little boy in
America by the hand and point out to him the destination he will
reach if he persists in reading the vile trash which depicts such In-
dian scenes as never occurred, and points out 'blood-and-thunder'
heroes who never lived, and of such a type as were never heard
of in the West/'" Throughout his public career, Crawford restated
his goal to portray the authentic West as opposed to the sensational
West presented in the lurid prose of dime novelists.

Crawford's troubled friendship with Buffalo Bill Cody was the sec-
ond factor that underlay the Poet Scout's devotion to realism. In
many respects, Cody and Crawford were much alike. Both were
noted for their good fellowship, sunny dispositions, generosity, op-
timism, and willingness to undergo hardships to achieve their goals.
Each had gone to work at a young age to help support his family,
thereby neglecting a formal education. Like Crawford, Cody fre-
quently left his wife and children for extended periods. In fact, when
Cody's five-year-old son Kit Carson Cody was fatally stricken with
scarlet fever in April 1876, Cody was on tour in the East. The death
of "Kitty" gives the first documented evidence of the Cody-Crawford
friendship, for Cody notified Crawford (then in the Black Hills) of
the little boy's death, and Crawford responded with a poem, which
began, "My friend, 1 feel your sorrow/Just as though it were my
own."'^

Despite Cody's acclaim as a military scout and stage personality,
the name of Buffalo Bill had not yet become a household word in
1876. His greatest financial success and recognition as a showman
did not come until after he initiated his magnificent outdoor Wild
West exhibitions in 1883. Thus, when Crawford left the Hills to join

11. Crawford, Poet Scout (1886), p. 15. Only three dime novels are known to exist
that featured Captain Jack as the central character. Crawford's strenuous campaign
against the dime novels kept writers from embellishing upon his exploits. Buffalo
Bill Cody, on the other hand, appeared as the hero in more than five hundred original
dime navels. The best biography of William F. Cody is Don Russell, The Lives and
Legends of Buffalo Bill (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960). Crawford, of
course, was not the only critic of dime novels. See Dary! E. Jones, "Blood 'n Thunder:
Virgins, Villains, and Violence in the Dime t^ove\WesXerr\¡' Journal of Popular Culture
4 (Fall 1970): 507-17.

12. Crawford, Poet Scout (1879), pp. 75-77.
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his friend on the stage and shared with Cody the applause of bois-
terous audiences, the Poet Scout had reason to compare his talents
favorably with Cody's. The stage partnership ended on a sour note,
however, after the two friends appeared together in Virginia City,
Nevada, in the summer of 1877. In a combat scene staged on horse-
back, Crawford accidentally shot himself in the groin and later
blamed Cody's drunken condition for the mishap. Cody soon left
Virginia City while Crawford remained confined to bed for more
than two weeks. Two years later, when Crawford applied to Cody
for a loan to help finance a theatrical tour of Australia, Cody, who
had promised to aid his friend in time of need and had written
recently that he was making "big money" both on stage and in the
cattle business, failed to give the desired support. A series of let-
ters the two men exchanged make it evident that Crawford felt
betrayed by a man he had cometo love and admire like a brother.^^

Still, the friendship survived the Virginia City and Australia inci-
dents, and Crawford would soon bestow his friend's name on his
third child—May Cody Crawford. In 1885, in one of the last Cody
letters to Crawford that has been preserved, Cody again offered his
support, stating, "If at any time I can do anything for you, if it lays
in my power command me."^'' The two friends stayed in contact
thereafter. Crawford visited Cody's wife at North Platte in 1890 while
Cody was in Europe and even composed a poem entitled "A Wel-
come to Papa," which seven-year-old Irma CÍody recited when her
father returned home. Nine years later, Crawford presented a Win-
chester carbine to Cody, with the inscription "Col. W. F. Cody, from
Captain Jack."'^

Cody was at the height of his popularity both in Europe and the
United States during the 1890s when he toured with his Wild West
exhibition. By this time, however, Crawford had come to view such
shows in the same light as dime novels—they lacked authenticity
and portrayed an unreal West. Although he never criticized Cody

13. Virginia City Daily Territorial Enterprise, 24 June-16 Aug. 1877; Crawford to Cody,
19 Sept. 1894, and untitled manuscript on Virginia City incident, written sometime
after 190B, both in Richardson collection; Cody to Crawford, 22 Apr., 24 June 1879,
William F Cody Papers, Western History Department, Denver Public Library, Denver,
Colo.

14. Cody to Crawford, 23 Aug. 1885, Cody Papers.
15. Irma Cody's copy of Poet Scout, with inscription, and a copy of Winchester

factory records pertaining to the Winchester that Crawford sent to Cody are located
in the Buffalo Bill Museum, Cody, Wyo. For the poem Irma Cody recited upon her
father's return to the United States, see Crawford to Cody, 21 Oct. 1894, Richardson
collection, and "A Welcome to Papa," undated newspaper clipping, Crawford Papers.
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Captain Jack
appeared on stage
in the 1890s in
buckskin pants
and coat.

publicly, Crawford often spoke out against "blood-and-thunder"
shows and the fakers that starred in them. In private correspondence
with his old friend, Crawford openly accused him of creating "long-
hair fakers" for his performances and of leading young boys astray
with his exaggerations about the West."* It is too simple to dismiss
Crawford's stand as mere envy. That Crawford desired fame and for-
tune equal to that of his friend is beyond question. Crawford, how-
ever, was beginning to make a name for himself as a public speaker
whose entertainment was popular among middle-class families.
While Crawford could not duplicate Cody's success in the arena,
he could achieve his own unique distinction for honesty in portray-

16. Crawford to Cody, 19 Sept., 21 Oct. 1894, Richardson collection. See also Seat-
tle Post-Intelligencer, 11 Nov. 1895, and Stillwater Mirror (Minn.), 10 Sept. 1896, Scrap-
book No. 4, Crawford Papers.
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ing the true West—portraying it more honestly than Buffalo Bill and
his sidekick and publicist Major John Burke.'^

Despite the Panic of 1893, middle-class Americans in the 1890s con-
tinued their quest for self-education with almost as much intensity
as they had in earlier years. Thousands flocked to Chautauqua
grounds in the summer and filled local lecture halls throughout the
year. Captain Jack was one of many professional speakers to benefit
from the long-entrenched American habit of listening to lectures
for amusement and enrichment. Initially, Crawford relied on lyceum
bureaus for his speaking dates, but he soon broke with them and
secured his own dates with the help of a paid secretary."* Eor five
years, the Poet Scout crisscrossed the nation speaking to Chautau-
quas, veteran's organizations, schoolchildren, college students, refor-
matory inmates, private clubs, railroad employees, schoolteachers,
YMCA boys, and middle-class Americans in general. Sometimes he
spoke before audiences that numbered a thousand or more. On
occasion, he gave three performances in a single day before board-
ing a train for the next day's engagement."*

Captain Jack stepped on stage dressed in buckskin pants, blue
homespun shirt, and fur-trimmed buckskin coat. With rifle in hand,
a six-shooter at his waist, and a wide-brimmed sombrero covering
his shoulder-length hair, he was a living exampleof the western hero.
It was a western hero, in fact, that the audience had paid to hear.
Local newspapers frequently carried long articles on Crawford prior
to his appearance, reviewing his career as a military scout and pub-
lishing bits of his poetry.2» The men who introduced Crawford's per-
formances continued to build this image. A Massachusetts audience
was told that "living for years amid the wild and exciting incidents
of savage border warfare accustomed to scenes of bloodshed and
violence, dealing as an officer of the government with the most
vicious and depraved criminals, [Captain Jack] has preserved

17 On Burke's importance to Cody's career, see Russell, Lives and Legends of Buf-
falo Bill, pp. 202-3.

18. Two standard works on the Chautauqua are Joseph E. Could, The Chautauqua
Movement: An Episode in the Continuing American Revolution (Albany: State Univer-
sity of New York Press, 1%1), and Theodore Morrison, Chautauqua: A Center for Educa-
tion, Religion, and the Arts in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974).
For the lyceum, see Carl Bode, The American Lyceum: Town Meeting of the Mind
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1968).

19. Crawford to Wells, 25 Oct. 1894, and Davenport Republican (Iowa), 20 Mar. 1896,
Scrapbook No. 4, and London Mail (Eng.), 19 Mar. 1897, Scrapbook No. 7, all in Crawford
Papers.

20. Woodland Daily Democrat (Calif.), 26 Nov. 1895, Scrapbook No. 2, and Omaha
Daily Bee, 5 Jan. 1896, Scrapbook No. 3, Crawford Papers.
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through it all an honest manhood and a character of which he is
justly proud."^^ For two hours and more, Crawford would regale his
audiences with stories of his western adventures, songs and poems
of his own composition, and "highly humorous talks on the
peculiarities of western characters and their customs/'^^ Often he
included short but effective discourses on the evils of whiskey and
dime novels.

Newspaper reviews of Crawford's performances testify to his amaz-
ing ability to capture an audience. The following is typical:

From the time he opened his mouth till he shut it and sat down, amidst
thunders of applause, he kept the audience in one continuous uproar.. . .
Humor flows from Capt. Jack like vyater from a sprinkling cart. Sometimes
it falls upon you in a gentle and enjoyable shower, and trien ¡t pours upon
you like a thousand torrents.... After he had occupied what he considered
nis proper portion of the time, he attempted to sit down, but the people
would not nave it. The encore was so deafening and showed so plainly
that he must respond or it would continue al! nigrit, that the captain again
took the stand and was funnier than b f ^ ^

After witnessing a Crawford performance, the well-known literary
personality Nixon Waterman of Boston called him "A Genius in
Buckskin."^* Kate Sherwood, who headed the Woman's Department
of the National Tribune in Washington, D.C., likewise avowed that
Captain Jack was "without a rival on the platform."^^

The Crawford stories that raised listeners' emotions to fever pitch
were those of campaigning against the Sioux and Apache. In the
1876 Sioux Campaign, Crawford took part in a starvation march,
called one of the "most grueling marches in American military his-
tory," for as rations gave out, the men subsisted on horsemeat.^^
He played a significant role in the Battle of Slim Buttes and then
made a daring ride of more than three hundred miles to carry dis-
patches to Fort Laramie for the New York Herald. During this cam-
paign, Crawford took the scalp of an Indian in a fight in which, he
said, he came close to losing his life.^'' He later regretted this bloody

21. Adams Freeman (Mass.), 20 Mar. 1897, clipping, Crawford Papers.
22. Chicago newspaper clipping, 18 Nov. 1893, Richardson collection.
23. ¿as Vegas Daily Optic. 8 Apr. 1892.
24. Boston Sunday Globe, 31 Jan. 1897, Scrapbook No. 5, and undated newspaper

clipping, "Captain Jack Crawford, A Genius in Buckskin," by Nixon Waterman,
Crawford Papers.

25. Kate Sherwood, testimonial, 15 Mar. 1897, on publicity brochure for "The Camp
Fire and the Trail," Crawford Papers.

26. Jerome A. Greene, Slim Buttes, 1876: An Episode of the Great Sioux War {Nor-
man: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982), p. 33.

27 For Crawford's famous ride and fight with Indians, see Omaha Daily Bee, 22
Sept. 1876, and New York Herald, 17,18 Sept. 1876. See also Milwaukee Evening Wiscon-
sin, 2 Feb. 1891, clipping, Crawford Papers.
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This series of publicity photographs hints
at Crawford's dynamic stage presence.
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deed and never spoke of it in public performances. In fact, he never
portrayed himself as a great Indian killer but rather as a trail-smart
scout risking his life in a hostile and dangerous environment. Feel-
ings of danger, suspense, and eventual triumph over hardship were
the sensations Captain Jack imparted to his audience. In contrast,
Crawford used an incident from the Victorio Campaign to touch
the hearts of his listeners. Before going into Mexico to track Vic-
torio, Crawford had received word from his wife that their two
children were seriously ill. On the trail, a messenger arrived with
news that the children were out of danger. Beside a lake on a tran-
quil evening, Crawford composed a tender poem about his children,
entitled "Little Ones Praying at Home." The recitation of this poem
often brought tears to the eyes of his audience.2**

In his performances, Crawford projected the Indian as a danger-
ous but brave and worthy opponent. In poetry written during or
about his Black Hills days, he offered a variety of images. One fre-
quently published poem written soon after Custer's death described
the Sioux as demons and called for revenge. On other occasions,
Crawford also recognized the humanity of Indians. In one poem,
he told of his befriending the half-Cheyenne Jule Seminóle and nurs-
ing him to health. Another, entitled "Little Revilee," told of an Indi-
an rescuing a little boy from a swarm of hostiles who had killed his
mother and father. As an adult. Little Revilee returned the favor and
saved the Indian from a hanging party.^" Through his poetry, Craw-
ford showed that Indians shared universal emotions with whi tes-
love, grief, loyalty, and desire for justice. For his time, Crawford held
liberal views of Indians, including the sanctioning of interracial mar-
riages, which he depicted in poetry and short stories.

Because of Crawford's celebrity status and his experiences as a
scout and special government agent, his views about Indians and
government policy often appeared in newspapers. Like most army
officers, Crawford looked upon reservations as temporary reserves
where Indians would begin to learn about the American way of life.
He gave full support to the Dawes Severalty Act, believing that In-
dians were capable of great change and that private Iandownership
would lead to their ultimate assimilation into American

28. Typescript of Crawford's 1880 diary, Richardson collection; Crawford, "Pursuit
of Victorio," pp. 4-7.

29. Crawford, Poet Scout (1886), pp. 106-8, 113-15, 158-60.
30. Seattle journal, 13 Oct. 1890, scrapbook, Richardson collection; untitled article

on Indians, n.d.. Box 4, Crawford Papers. On army officers' attitudes toward reserva-
tions and Indian policy, see Sherry L. Smith, The View from Officers' Row: Army Percep-
tions of Western Indians (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1990), pp. 8, 92-112.
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Crawford also promoted Indian education, but he counseled that
education should be provided close to home "under the eyes of
the parents, who must thereby learn to respect education." During
his travels, he had listened to Navajos complain about graduates
of eastern schools who were of no benefit to their people when
they returned to the reservation. Moreover, Crawford abhorred the
manner in which some children were secured for the off-reservation
schools. He had witnessed "a child torn from his screaming mother's
arms and hurried away." He asked a reporter, "Don't you suppose
that mother has the same feeling in her breast for her young as your
mother had for you?"^'

Crawford probably conveyed some of these ideas on Indian policy
from the platform, for he often inserted contemporary matters in-
to his entertainments. Still, Crawford devoted most of his platform
time to conjuring up a vanishing frontier. A key to his success with
the audience was his ability to keep their emotions on a roller coast-
er, switching from gay to grim and blending humor with pathos.
A California observer put it this way: "[Crawford] captured his au-
dience like a whirlwind. The entertainment might be termed a
'panorama of surprises,' for nobody, probably not even the speaker
himself, can tell what is coming next."^^ ^ poignant story symboliz-
ing all that is good in America, such as "Thar Was Jim," might be
followed by the humorous "Bronco vs. Bicycle," depicting a fanciful
race between the tenderfoot on the bicycle and the cowboy on his
fast bronco—this at a time when the bicycle craze was sweeping
the country. "Cambler's Prayer," a touching sermon preached from
a deck of cards, might be followed by the sprightly "Sanctimonious
Ike." In introducing these colorful characters, Crawford portrayed
westerners as "goodhearted and true and with sincere regard for
right."^3

Nor did Crawford present a totally masculine West. On stage, he
recited tender poems about mothers, sweethearts, and women's in-

31. For Crawford's views of Indian education, see 1889-1890 diary and "A Unique
Figure in New York Society, Capt. Jack Crawford," n.d.. Box 4, Crawford Papers.
Crawford advocated the teaching of reading and writing in reservation day schools.
Students would then advance to reservation industrial schools, where boys would
learn to farm and to breed horses, and girls would acquire homemaking skills.
Graduates of reservation schools who wanted more education would be sent east
for training in law, medicine, and other professions.

32. Woodland Daily Democrat, 26 Nov. 1895, clipping, Crawford Papers.
33. Williamsport Times (Pa.), 20 Apr. 1897, clipping, Crawford Papers. Other descrip-

tions of Crawford's performances appear in the following: Denver Daily News, 26
Dec. 1895, Scranton Truth. 1 Feb. 1896, Wichita Daily Eagle (Kans.), 3 Jan. 1896, clip-
pings, Crawford Papers.
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fluence on humanity. On one occasion, he recited a poem to his
wife, telling of his bashful courting days. Crawford gave even more
attention to women in his plays and short stories, however, portray-
ing them as strong-hearted and capable—not the swooning heroines
of the early twentieth century westerns.̂ **

Crawford usually closed his performance with an illustration of
how Wild Bill Hickok defended himself from two outlaws, one ap-
proaching from the front and the other from the rear. Without much

In his later
years. Captain Jack

played to audiences
that looked with
nostalgia on the
vanishing West.

A BRONCHO PHILOSOPHER

7Ï

And that Is axactly
what "JacK Crawford"
has been doing lor
over ihiny-fivo year»,
No living man "of
aqusl means" has
Îven more to hsJp suffering humanity than has the

"Poet Seoul," and his thirty-five years of platlotm and dra-
Ttiatlc expeitence makes htm Ihe peer of any man llvtni as
an all araand Umqua. Chan. Vtrialilm and Uptifling Enltrlmmr.
and no living elocutionist can read Ihe "Poet Scout's' poems
as can (he "Poet Scouf htmiaU,

warning, Crawford made two rapid shots with his six-shooter, one
in front, the other over his shoulder.'''^ With gasps and shrieks from
the audience, Crawford left the stage to thunderous applause.

Crawford's popularity stemmed, in part, from the fact that he sym-
bolized the rags-to-riches success stories that nurtured nineteenth-

34. For swooning heroines, see Robert G, Athearn, The Mythic West in Twentieth-
Century America (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1986), pp. 170-71.

35. See Adams Freeman, 20 Mar. 1897, Crawford Papers.
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century Americans. Moreover, the decade of the nineties celebrated
masculine hardiness, a trait that the Poet Scout shared with his
friend Bill Cody and other important image makers of the day.̂ ^ In
addition, Crawford's performances reinforced commonly held views
that the West was a land of adventure, opportunity, freedom, and
individualism, where civilization ultimately triumphed over savagery.
Then, too, he spoke of a West only recently passed into history.
Americans were eager to learn of their heritage and sought to recap-
ture some of the excitement of yesteryear. They looked upon the
the vanishing frontier with nostalgia, seeing it as a simpler time past.
Certainly, Captain Jack's West contrasted sharply with the newly
emerging industrial East with its growing restrictions, perplexing ten-
sions, and unresolved conflicts. For all these reasons, Crawford was
a symbol to his audience of the heroic western experience.^''

Both on the stage and in his writing, Crawford strove for accuracy
in depicting the West, and, in fact, the West had made of Crawford
himself a realist rather than a romantic. He had firsthand knowledge
of its dangers, hardships, inequities, and disappointments. Yet his
performances were an inevitable mix of romance and realism. By
using melodramatic action, by creating a highly charged atmos-
phere, by focusing upon picturesque western characters, and by
celebrating the traits that historian Frederick Jackson Turner said
the frontier had fostered, Crawford helped perpetuate a legendary

From 1893 to 1898, Crawford built a national reputation as an enter-
tainer. He spent the next two years in the Klondike, fruitlessly search-
ing for gold. Upon his return to the United States, he rejoined the

36. John Higham, "The Reorientation of American Culture in the 1890s;' in The
Origins of Modern Consciousness, ed. John Weiss (Detroit: Wayne State University
Press, 1965), pp. 29-30. Theodore Roosevelt, writing in the late 1880s and 1890s after
his experience as a Dakota rancher, pictured a West that was inextricably linked with
masculinity. G. Edward White states that Roosevelt's "epithets for masculinity-
strength, self-reliance, determination—recur again and again" in his writings (White,
The Fastern Establishment and the Western Experience: The West of Frederic Rem-
ington, Theodore Roosevelt, and Owen IV/ster [Austin: University of Texas Press, 1989],
p. 91).

37 Laurence M. Hauptman, "Mythologizing Westward Expansion: Schootbooks and
the Image of the American Frontier before Turner," Western Historical Quarterly 8
(July 1977): 269-72; Athearn, Mythic West, pp, 160-89, 249-75. For another scholar's de-
tailed analysis of the frontier myth, see Richard Slotkin, The Fatal Environment: The
Myth of the Frontier in the Age of Industrialization, Ï800-ÏÔ90 (New York: Atheneum,
1985).

38. Crawford was not alone in mixing romance and realism. For a discussion of
this tendency among western writers, see Sanford E. Marovitz, "Bridging the Conti-
nent with Romantic Western ReaWsm," journal of the Wesi 19, no, 1 (Jan. 1980): 17-28.
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lecture circuit, and for the next decade he traveled throughout the
country staging entertainments. When Crawford died in 1917, news-
papers across the nation reported on the event, one writer paying
tribute in these words: "[Crawford] was a real scout, and a real poet
—a man with a warrior's soul and the heart of a woman."^^ Captain
Jack was much more than a scout and a poet, however. Above all
else, he should be recognized as one of the important image makers
of his day, for he helped thousands of Americans formulate their
ideas about the American West.

39. Newspaper clipping on Crawford's death, ca. 28 Feb. 1917, Richardson collection.
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